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Transitivity pairs in Baltic: between Finnic and Slavic? 

Languages differ as to which technique they prefer for marking (or not marking) an opposition of verbs 

including/excluding an external Causer in the event structure. This observation, first made by Vladimir 

Nedjalkov (Nedjalkov 1969; Nedyalkov & Silnitsky 1973: 26-27), has inspired several typological 

investigations (Haspelmath 1993; Nichols 1993; Nichols et al. 2004; Haspelmath et al. 2014; World 
Atlas of Transitivity Pairs   2014).  

In this paper we will examine transitivity pairs in the two modern Baltic languages Lithuanian and 

Latvian and compare them to neighboring Finnic (Finnish, Estonian) and Slavic (Russian, Polish) 

languages. Previous investigations as those cited above and preliminary work by these authors found 

that the main strategy in Slavic is to derive the intransitive (inchoative, non-causal) verb from the 

transitive (causal) verb, as in Russian učit’- sja  / učit   ‘learn/teach’, while Finnic often has a derived 

causative, as in Finnish oppi-a / ope- tta -a   ‘learn/teach’. The Baltic languages seem to be in a transition 

zone, where causative and anticausative strategies are of roughly equal importance. In some cases, 

the Baltic languages pattern with the Finnic ones (causative strategy), cf. Estonian sula-ma / 
sula- ta -ma     ‘melt (itr./tr.)’, Finnish sula-a / sula- tta -a  ‘idem’   = Lithuanian tirp-ti / tirp- in -ti  ‘idem’ , 

Latvian kus-t / kaus- ē-t  ‘idem’ vs. Russian plavit’ / plavit’- sja  ‘melt (tr./itr.)’, while in other instances the 

Baltic languages  behave like Slavic ones (anticausative strategy), cf. Lithuanian mokyti  / mokyti- s 
‘learn/teach’, Latvian mācīt / mācīt- ies   ‘idem’ = Russian (see above), Polish uczyć / uczyć się  ‘idem’ vs. 

Estonian õppi-ma / õpe- ta -ma  ‘learn/teach’ and Finnish (see above), etc. 

In addition, the Baltic languages stand out by a higher number of equipollent markings where either 

both verbs are underived from a synchronic point of view, such as Latvian lūz-t  ~  lauz-t  ‘break (itr. ~ 

tr.)’   =   Lithuanian lūž-ti   ~ lauž-ti  , or both are marked, as in Latvian most- ies   ~ mod- inā-t   ‘wake up (itr. ~ 

tr.)’ and Lithuanian juokti- s   ~ juok- in -ti  ‘laugh/make laugh’. 

Data for the six languages under investigation will be gathered and selected by the same method and 

principles, using dictionaries, questionnaires, corpus data, and interviews with native speakers. The 

point of departure is a set of twenty concepts inspired by the lists used in Haspelmath (1993) and 

Nichols et al. (2004). It has been designed in order to cover several semantic features that have been 

found to influence the choice of strategy, especially (i) typically human undergoer (‘wake up’) / 

typically inanimate undergoer (‘open’) / both types of undergoers (‘change’), and (ii) typically 

spontaneous vs. non-spontaneous change of state (‘melt’ vs. ‘open’). We also aim to account for the 

variation of strategies with regard to semantics and frequency in individual languages when the same 

or different roots are used, cf. Lithuanian vir-ti  ‘boil (itr./tr.) vs. vir- in -ti  ‘boil (tr.)’ or Lithuanian lydyti / 
lydyti- s   ‘melt (tr./itr.)’ vs. tirp-ti / tirp- in -ti  ‘melt (itr./tr.)’. 
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